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RamRodz® Launches a New Line of Biodegradable, Non-Toxic, and Odorless Gun Cleaning Solutions 
Destroy Carbon, Lead and Copper While Protecting and Lubricating with RamRodz® Two-Stage Cleaning 

System 
 

Woodstock, NY (January 21, 2019) RamRodz® Incorporated announces the release of their new line of firearm 
cleaning fluids that are chemically engineered to work together for optimal results (#67004CL). RamRodz® 
Firearm Cleaning Solution (#67004C) is an odorless and chemical free solution that destroys carbons, lead 
and copper. RamRodz® Firearm Lubricant (#67001L) features an extreme friction-reducing formula that 
penetrates, lubricates and protects. Combined, these two fluids provide deep cleaning and high-performance 
lubrication.  
 
RamRodz® Cleaning Solutions and Firearm Lubrications are biodegradable, non-toxic, and safe to use in the 
home, at the range, or in the shop. The Firearm Lubrication features a wide temperature range  
(-20° F - 520° F) and a no-drip tip for precise application. “This complete RamRodz® Cleaning System is 
quickly becoming the preferred method by professional gunsmiths, sportsmen, military, law enforcement and 
all shooters alike,” says Ian Vinci, president of RamRodz®, Inc. 
 
For more information on RamRodz® Firearm Cleaning Solutions and Lubrications, or to see the full line of 
Ramrodz® products visit to www.ramrodz.com, call 855-GUN-SWAB (855-486-7922), or ask your local 
distributor.  

#### 
 

 RamRodz® Introduces New Bore Cable Kit for Smoother Long-Gun Cleaning 
Triple-Layer Pull Cable with Patented Adapters for Use with RamRodz® Barrel Cleaners  

 
Woodstock, NY (January 21, 2019) RamRodz® Incorporated adds the new Bore Cable Kit (#68048) to their 
line of revolutionary gun cleaning products. The easy-to-grip cable features a triple-layer design and is 48” long 
with female threaded 8/32 brass ends and includes RamRodz® Patented Rifle and Shotgun Adapters.   
 
“RamRodz® was introduced in 2014 to provide a faster and more effective pistol cleaning method than 
anything else in the industry,” says Ian Vinci, president of RamRodz®, Inc. “The Bore Cable Kit with Rifle and 
Shotgun Adapters further completes this vision by providing an extremely simple and fast cleaning method out 
on the range or in the home.” The Bore Cable is made of stainless-steel cable wrapped with a protective 
coating and easy-to-grip, paracord sheathing. The threaded ends are crimped and pull tested prior to shipment 
so that they do not dislodge in the barrel. The kit includes two rifle adapters and two shotgun adapters for use 
with RamRodz® caliber-specific bore cleaners.  
 
For more information on the RamRodz® Bore Cable Kit, or to see the full line of Ramrodz® products visit 
www.ramrodz.com, call 855-GUN-SWAB (855-486-7922), or ask your local distributor.  
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Start Your RamRodz® Collection with the New Range Kit for Rifles and Shotguns 
A Convenient and Refillable Kit for Superior Long-Gun Maintenance on the Go! 

 
Woodstock, NY (January 21, 2019) RamRodz® now offers their innovative, caliber-specific long-gun cleaning 
swabs in a convenient assortment box. The Range Kit for Rifles and Shotguns (#70565) provides a fast and 
superior firearm cleaning product for your work bench or at the range. The RamRodz® caliber-specific, low-lint 
cotton heads expand into rifling grooves and conform to barrel walls to clean the maximum surface area with 
each pass. The 3” bamboo handles attach to the provided adapters to connect with RamRodz® Bore Cables or 
standard cleaning rods.  

The Range Kit consists of a 565-piece assortment of disposable rifle and shotgun cleaning swabs. The sizes 
include .223/5.56mm, .22, .30/.308/7.62mm, .45/.410, 20- and 12-gauge barrel cleaners, as well as two rifle 
and two shotgun adapters. This refillable case also features a gauge sizing chart to help keep your collection 
organized.  
 
For more information on the RamRodz® Range Kit for Rifles and Shotguns, or to see the full line of Ramrodz® 
products visit to www.ramrodz.com, call 855-GUN-SWAB (855-486-7922), or ask your local distributor. 
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For Hi-Res images of #67004C Firearm Cleaning Solution, #67001L Firearm Lubricant, #67004CL Combo Kit, 
#68048 Bore Cable Kit, or #70565 Range Kit for Rifles and Shotguns please contact RamRodz® Inc. 

marketing department at advertising@ipatools.com. 
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